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The implementation of mixed models estimation in the lme4 package provides a general common frame-
work for linear, generalized and nonlinear mixed models with nested and/or (partially) crossed random
effects. This package reimplements the estimation procedures for mixed models from the standard nlme
package, Pinheiro and Bates (2000), in a more efficient way. Inference about fixed and variance components
parameters can be done by means of MCMC techniques (using the mcmcsamp method).

We present an extension of the package to include methods for generating data according an specified
model and fitting it to obtain bootstrap samples of the estimators. Several bootstrap methods can be
applied to generate the data: specifying the distribution for the variance components (parametric bootstrap),
resampling with replacement any transformation of the random effects/residuals from the fitting process
(semi-parametric bootstrap) or using extensions of the empirical distribution (wild bootstrap). Generation
of data is performed keeping the design matrices for the fixed and random part of the model. First, the
random effects are obtained under one of the above strategies in order to calculate the resampling linear
predictor and the corresponding mean for each observation. Next, the resampling response variable is
generated according to the conditional distribution considered for the response given the random effects.
Trying to keep the general framework for the three kind of models, a bootstrap method based on resampling
the quantile residuals, Dunn and Smyth (1996), is proposed to obtain the resampling data in the second
step.

Due to the fact that estimation of generalized and nonlinear mixed models are computer intensive proce-
dures, efficient strategies are needed to reduce the computational cost of these bootstrap methods. This work
presents the features of the routines implemented and evaluates several options in comparison of Bayesian
lme4 approach and other R packages alternatives.
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